A recent trend in model-based object recognition is to build efficient systems for primary hypotheses generation. These systems, also called visual indexing, rely on the assumption that object identification can be performed by recovering local invariants. However, reliable and significant local features are difficult to retrieve when the image background is not uniform. Our solution to this problem takes advantage of a new concept called temporal precedence. The originality of the approach consists in transforming the initial static input image into a dynamic flow of data. Primitives extracted from the image are temporally ranked so as to favor most relevant features for recognition. Most importantly, ranks of features of different kinds may be compared. The architecture of our indexing system is composed of a set of knowledge sources which update in parallel a blackboard structure. The asynchronism produced by the flow of input primitives is used in the activation strategy of knowledge sources.
Introduction
A major difficulty in model-based object recognition is caused by the combinatorial explosion of matchings between object models and image data. However, once a correct hypothesis has been selected, model-driven recognition is feasible [12] . The problem of generating the correct hypothesis is called visual indexing. Recently, an increasing amount of effort has been devoted to this task. Based on the research of local -generally 2D -perceptual invariants [1, 7] several practical implementations have already obtained valuable results (see for examples [5, 6, 11] ).
The middle-term goal of our project is to identify man-made objects lying on a nonuniform background made of repetitive patterns (see images in Fig.1 or Fig.3 ). This context which corresponds to that of many real applications, such as aerial exploration or industrial picking tasks, renders the recovery of local features difficult. Therefore, we address the indexing task using a distributed asynchronous approach. We believe that such an approach, by taking advantage of concepts such as opportunism and redundancy [2, 9] , is the most likely to lead toward a general and robust system.
In the first part of this paper, the architecture of the visual indexing system is introduced. Asynchronism is presented as a consequence of the transformation of the unique static input image into a flow of features. The methods chosen for the ranking in time of image features is then described. Rank functions are defined so as to reflect the relevance of the features for visual indexing. A derived measure which defines the time priority is then detailed. Finally, advantages of data ordering are emphasized and prospective applications in a visual indexing prototype are discussed.
Although in the computer vision domain asynchronous processing examples often calls for sequences of images, this is not what is intended in the present case of visual indexing where a unique static image is considered. Asynchronism is rather seen as a consequence of the delays between availability times of the various pieces of information. Such idea was inspired from previous work conducted in our laboratory. Following biological evidences, the importance of latencies in biological systems has been underlined by testing a neural model on the figure-background separation problem [3] . The basic guideline was ''if what comes first is relevant then it can effectively constrain what comes next''. Applied to visual indexing, this suggests to rank image features in time so that relevant information for object identification comes first. Such scheme helps to solve the combinatorial explosion problem and to prevent erroneous conclusions to be induced by the recovery of misleading information. For example, Fig.1 illustrates how some image primitives have been ranked in our specific context. An architecture for asynchronous visual indexing has been designed to be coupled with an attentive system [8] . It is composed of a set of opportunistic knowledge sources (KS) which update in parallel a blackboard structure (BB) (Fig.2) . The BB contains a hierarchy of perceptual groupings [7] and a solution island (SI). The SI expresses which hypotheses are compatible with the groupings. The KS's function is to link elements of the BB in order to constitute higher order groupings. Each time a new grouping is built by a KS, some more hypotheses are pruned out from the SI.
The basic element of groupings are called tokens. They are primitives that are extracted from the input image (see Fig.1 ). In our case we used segments and arcs from contours, and intensity regions. Segments have been obtained by applying Burns algorithm [4] . Arcs result from a fit [10] on chains extracted from the gradient image. Finally, regions are issued from a modified version of a classical region growing algorithm.
Tokens of a same type are stored in a common structure called a token-map. Within each token-map, tokens are temporally ranked and, according to their priority, are sequentially passed on towards KS's. Nevertheless, the feeding of knowledge sources is still performed in parallel on token-maps.
Fig. 2. General architecture for visual indexing

Relevance of tokens
Token ranking must be done according to the relevance of the token for visual indexing. Such measure must favor tokens being issued from the target objects and penalize misleading tokens that are caused by noise, segmentation artifacts, background patterns, illumination, etc. In this section two criteria are proposed in order to define a measure of relevance of a token. The summarizing function, and its use for the ranking process are described in section 4.
Reliability of tokens
The criterion, called reliability, represents the likelihood of a token to have a physical correspondence in the scene rather than to be a segmentation artifact. Consider, for example, the segment-map. The longer and sharper the segment is, the more likely it is to correspond to the linear boundaries of a real object. In other words, reliable tokens are those that limit the risk of starting identification on the basis of ghost data. Table 1 contains a list of attributes that have been selected for each token type in order to define its reliability. Let  be a token from a token-map M, let
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A r M   be the set of attributes for judging the reliability of tokens in M and let be the normalized value 1 for attribute a; the reliability, r, of  is then given by:
The reliability values obtained for an example image are provided in Fig.3 .b for the segment-map (intensity of pixels is proportional to the reliability value).
Significance of tokens
A reliable token can be issued from a foreground object as well as from patterns composing the background. This is the reason why another measure, called significance, must be introduced. The significance indicates if a token is more likely to belong to a target object than to a background pattern.
Techniques for the detection of conspicuous features in an image have been successfully applied in our project to focus the attention on an object [8] . These techniques are also useful to distinguish object tokens from background tokens. Basically, it is assumed that tokens belonging to the background are highly redundant. This is justified by the similarity of all background patterns. A token is then significant if some of its attributes make it different from the majority of the other tokens in the same token-map. Let be a set of relevant attributes for judging the significance of tokens in M. The significance of a token  M is given by: (2) where is the conspicuity of the token m for attribute a, and is given by:
.
is the distance between a and b and T is the threshold above which two attributes are distant enough to be different (Table 2) ; is the cardinality of a set X. The attributes that have been selected in our experiments for segments, arcs and regions, are summarized in Table 1 . Images of results obtained on segments are shown in Fig.3 .c where high intensity pixels correspond to highly significant tokens. 
Fig. 3. Reliability (b), significance (c) and relative precedence (d) of segments from image (a)
Precedence and synchronization of tokens
In order to determine the temporal priority of tokens, measures of reliability and of significance are combined. Such combination provides the temporal precedence of a token with respect to other tokens in the same token-map. The relative precedence R, of a simple token  M, is obtained as 2 : (4) The relative precedence of tokens has a meaning only within a token map M. Indeed, relative precedences obtained on two different token-maps are computed on a different number of attributes which themselves cannot be compared. Consequently, one tokenmap may have a much higher average value of R than other token-maps. This would cause the indexing process to start analyzing tokens almost exclusively in M. This would bias the identification process, waste the possibility of pararallelism and reduce the robustness of the process. Fig.4 illustrates a case where regions have a higher
Attribute examples
length, radius, size orientation In order to have a robust identification which does not rely on a single token-map, the probabilities of tokens to be observed first should be balanced over all token-maps. To this end, relative precedences should be statistically rescaled. In other words, the final precedence of a token is obtained after synchronization. Let  1 M 1 and  2 M 2 be two tokens of different token-maps, let p( 1 ) and p( 2 ) be their respective final precedence, then a-priori probabilities of  1 and  2 to have a given precedence must be equal: (5) In order to satisfy equation 5 the a-priori probabilities must be estimated. For each token-map, we estimate their distribution from a set of training sample. Such estimation can then be transformed into a new distribution by equalization of the histogram (Fig.5) . For example, the estimated distribution of a token relative precedence R, from a sample of precedences {R 1 ,...,R n }, can be converted into a uniform distribution by means of a function S:
where k is defined such that , and where nj is the number of occurrences of R j . S is called a synchronizing function and S(R) can be proved to verify equation 5. Finally, given the synchronizing function S, the precedence p, of a token M can be defined as: (7) number of tokens arrived:
Ranking of tokens can now be performed according to decreasing precedences. An example is illustrated in Fig.1 . 
Strategy for asynchronous visual indexing
An asynchronous prototype for visual indexing is currently being implemented. Typical examples of experimental target objects are reported in Table 3 . During the identification process, the KS activation is guided by a control strategy which exploits the time delays in the availability of tokens. Such strategy is characterized by three main aspects.
Firstly, delays in the recovery of high-level groupings can be directly used to update the SI. As an example, we report in Table 3 the average precedence for a pair of parallel segments when target objects are isolated. It can be noticed that for linear objects like the pen or the pad of paper, the precedence of this grouping is higher than for circular objects like the cup or the adhesive band. Hence, during the identification process a high precedence value for the detection of parallel segments can be used to reject the hypotheses ''cup'' and ''adhesive band'' from the SI. More generally, all groupings produced by the KS's have a precedence value which can be used to draw conclusions about the hypotheses to be kept in the SI.
Secondly, if, after a few tokens have been analyzed, the SI already contains a highly reliable solution, remaining tokens need not to be considered. In this case the KS's are simply deactivated and the current solution becomes the visual indexing solution. Consequently, all possible groupings are not attempted and the combinatorial explosion effect is avoided. More generally, at every moment of the process, the 
S(R())
contents of the SI can be used to suspend KS's which produce conflicting groupings. Indeed, conflicting cues do not help to identify objects and cannot be used together in order to update the SI. Lastly, hypotheses in the SI can also be used to generate predictions about consistent groupings that have not yet been recovered. Such top-down predictions can be used to correct the initial segmentation. New tokens obtained after a resegmentation are included into the flow of data with a maximum precedence.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the architecture of an asynchronous visual indexing system. We have then focused on the transformation of the input set of basic image features into a flow of data. To this end the relevance of features has first been estimated. From this relevance, the temporal precedence of features has been computed. Finally, we have discussed how the resulting flow of tokens is used in a visual indexing prototype currently under development.
Experiments on the use of temporal precedences in visual indexing are ongoing. First results are promising and confirm the importance of the proposed concepts.
